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On the Performance of HARQ Protocols With
Blanking in NOMA Systems

Zeina Mheich, Wenjuan Yu, Pei Xiao, Atta ul Quddus and Amine Maaref

Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the throughput perfor-
mance of single-packet and multi-packet hybrid-automatic repeat
request (HARQ) with blanking for downlink non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) systems. While conventional single-
packet HARQ achieves high throughput at the expense of high
latency, multi-packet HARQ, where several data packets are sent
in the same channel block, can achieve high throughput with low
latency. Previous works have shown that multi-packet HARQ
outperforms single-packet HARQ in orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) systems, especially in the moderate to high signal-to-
noise ratio regime. This work amalgamates multi-packet HARQ
with NOMA to achieve higher throughput than the conventional
single-packet HARQ and OMA, which has been adopted in the
legacy mobile networks. We conduct theoretical analysis for the
throughput per user and also investigate the optimization of the
power and rate allocations of the packets, in order to maximize
the weighted-sum throughput. It is demonstrated that the gain
of multi-packet HARQ over the single-packet HARQ in NOMA
systems is reduced compared to that obtained in OMA systems
due to inter-user interference. It is also shown that NOMA-
HARQ cannot achieve any throughput gain with respect to OMA-
HARQ when the error propagation rate of the NOMA detector
is above a certain threshold.

Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access, hybrid auto-
matic repeat request, throughput, power allocation, rate alloca-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rise of data-hungry applications and the new paradigm
of machine-type communications, in the past few years, have
motivated the research of new multiple access techniques to
improve the spectral efficiency and to increase the connec-
tivity of massive number of devices [1]. To meet these new
requirements, NOMA has emerged as a promising technique
for future mobile networks, due to the fact that it enables
overloading which improves the connectivity and the spectral
efficiency compared to conventional OMA. The proposed
NOMA techniques can be mainly classified into two categories
[2]: power-domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) [3] and code-domain
NOMA (CD-NOMA) [4], [5], [6]. In NOMA schemes, the
same resource, e.g. time/frequency/code, is used by multiple
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users, which is different from conventional OMA schemes,
e.g. time/frequency/code-division multiple access, relying on
orthogonality to avoid interference between users. The receiver
of NOMA employs multi-user detection techniques, such as
successive interference cancellation (SIC) in PD-NOMA and
message passing algorithm in sparse code multiple access
(SCMA) to separate user signals.

In recent years, NOMA has triggered new research di-
rections such as codebook design for SCMA [7], [8], [9],
performance analysis for NOMA [10]–[17], etc. Furthermore,
the diversity of 5G requirements calls for rethinking of the
hybrid-automatic repeat request (HARQ) design to tailor them
for new technologies such as NOMA [18] and cooperative
NOMA [19]. HARQ is adopted in many cellular standards
such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and also adopted in 5G
[20]. HARQ protocols are used to combat the impairments of
wireless channels by allowing multiple retransmissions. They
combine powerful channel coding with ARQ error-control to
improve the communication reliability and the system through-
put. Recently, HARQ has been combined with NOMA, in or-
der to reap the aforementioned benefits of HARQ into NOMA
systems as well [21], [22]. In addition, NOMA systems are
subject to higher HARQ retransmission probability compared
to OMA systems, since they suffer from other source of
interference due to overloading. When multiple signals are
superimposed on the same resource, a decoding failure for
one signal will affect other signals as well. For instance, SIC
detectors suffer from error propagation where the decoding
failure of one signal affects the decoding performance of
the remaining signals that should be decoded subsequently.
By incorporating HARQ into NOMA systems, the receiver
can request for a retransmission whenever a decoding error
is detected for any of the superimposed signals. This has
recently led to a considerable interest in combining HARQ
with NOMA [23], [24], [25] as well as designing new HARQ
schemes tailored for NOMA systems [26]. References [23] and
[27] show that the performance of HARQ-NOMA system is
superior to that of HARQ-OMA system over fading channels.

The improvement of the system reliability by using HARQ
comes at the expense of higher latency. In [28], the authors
propose a novel broadcasting HARQ strategy that achieves
high throughput with low latency. More specifically, the broad-
cast approach enables the receiver to decode with the rates
that are matched to fading realizations. That is, the transmitter
sends the superposition of many packets (layers), which can
be interpreted as a PD-NOMA of multiple packets. The better
the channel condition, the more layers can be reliably decoded
at the receiver. Motivated by the throughput gain of multi-
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layer HARQ over conventional single-layer HARQ and its
capability to lower the latency, several works have been de-
voted to the study of new multi-layer HARQ protocols (called
also, multi-packet HARQ protocols). Specifically, [29] aims
to jointly encode across several data packets in incremental
redundancy (IR) HARQ, in order to create redundancy packets
relative to multiple messages. Results show that multiple-
packet IR may offer substantial throughput gains with respect
to the conventional single-packet IR approach. In [30], the
authors study superposition coding and time-sharing encoding
strategies to allow two different packets to share the same
channel block, and optimize their parameters to maximize
the throughput. A cross-packet HARQ was proposed later,
where multiple packets are encoded jointly into a channel
block [31], [32]. However, all the aforementioned studies are
conducted for the single user case. For the multi-user case, [33]
investigates HARQ schemes over multiple-antenna multi-user
systems and [34] proposes an ARQ protocol to enhance the
aggregate throughput efficiency in multi-user systems. When
the HARQ protocol is used in a multi-user context, users
can help each other to correctly decode their own messages.
Indeed, the transmitter can enforce blanking, i.e., transmitting
no information for the users that have successfully decoded
their own packets, in order to decrease the interference on
weak users [33]. Such blanking-based HARQ protocols have
also been used in the context of SCMA systems in [35] to
improve the overall throughput of the system. Other works
have recently studied the performance of single-packet HARQ
protocols in NOMA systems [21], [22]. However, all the
aforementioned works on HARQ in NOMA systems do not
consider multi-packet HARQ. Unlike OMA systems, NOMA
systems suffer from interference between users. Therefore,
it is questionable if multi-packet HARQ provides substantial
benefits over single-packet HARQ in the moderate to high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime in NOMA systems.

This work deals with the performance of single-packet and
multi-packet HARQ protocols in downlink NOMA systems
where the transmitter enforces blanking for users whose pack-
ets have been correctly decoded before the maximum number
of allowed retransmissions is reached. The main contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows.

• This paper studies the throughput performance of
blanking-based single-packet and multi-packet HARQ
for downlink NOMA systems with block fading chan-
nels. Multiple packets are multiplexed using PD-NOMA
for each user, as in [28]. The throughput expression
contains integrals which cannot be expressed in closed
form. Thus, we derive an expression for the throughput
involving solely single-integrals, which are easy to solve
numerically, for the special case when maximum two
transmissions are allowed.

• For the downlink HARQ-based NOMA system under
study, a weighted-sum throughput maximization problem
is formulated and then solved, where the rate and power
allocation are optimized for all the packets. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first of its kind which
derives the achievable throughput regions of NOMA-

Table I
SUMMARY OF KEY NOTATIONS.

Notation Meaning
I Number of users
I Set of user indexes
p Average transmission power
pEm Effective transmission power at the mth round where

the event E specifies the decoded and undecoded packets
FX(r) CDF of the rth ordered statistic
fX(r) PDF of the rth ordered statistic
N i
p Number of packets sent simultaneously to user ui

P
ui
j The jth packet of user ui
α
ui
j Fraction of power allocated to the jth packet of user ui
R
ui
j Rate of the jth packet of user ui

sim The channel gain of user ui at the mth HARQ round
si The channel gain vector of user ui
M Maximum number of HARQ rounds
Θij(m) The event “Puij is decoded successfully at round m

but its decoding failed at round m− 1”
Θ̄ij(m) The event “Puij is in outage at round m”
Po(.) Outage probability
q(.) Success probability
η(.) Throughput
`i Decoder state of user ui
L(.) Set of admissible values of user decoder states

HARQ systems.
• Numerical results show that the gain of multi-packet

HARQ over the single-packet HARQ depends on the
SNR as well as the target throughput of users in both
PD-NOMA that utilizes superposition coding at the trans-
mitter and SIC at the receiver [3] and SCMA with SIC at
the receiver1 [37], [38], [39]. In the presence of strong
interference, it is shown that the gain of multi-packet
HARQ decreases.

• Finally, the impact of imperfect SIC is studied. It is shown
that NOMA-HARQ cannot achieve any throughput gain
with respect to OMA-HARQ when the error propagation
rate of the NOMA detector is above a certain value.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model. Section III defines the main
performance metrics that will be analyzed in this work. Section
IV gives the single-integral forms of the outage and success
probabilities when the maximum number of transmissions
is limited to two, as well as the general expressions when
the maximum number of transmissions is greater than two.
Numerical results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper. The key notations used in the paper
are summarized in Table I.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. NOMA system model

We consider the downlink transmission scenario between
a single transmitter and I users denoted by ui, where i ∈
I = {1, · · · , I}. The channel fading experienced by user

1It is not straightforward to analyse theoretically SCMA with MPA because
the closed-form expression of the signal-to-interference ratio after MPA
detection is not easy to obtain [36]. Thus we approximate MPA with SIC
as it is also widely adopted in the literature of SCMA [37], [38], [39].
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ui is denoted by hi and is modeled according to a unit-
variance Rayleigh fading distribution. In order to support mas-
sive connectivity, the transmitter employs a NOMA scheme
to multiplex all users’ data. In the following, PD-NOMA
with SIC is firstly taken into consideration and theoretical
analysis will be conducted. The extension to SCMA with
SIC will be considered as well2. According to the PD-NOMA
principle, the transmitted signal broadcasted to all users is the
superposition of all users’ signals with different power levels,
given as follows:

x =

I∑
i=1

αui · p · xi, (1)

where p is the average transmission power at the transmitter,
i.e., E[x2] ≤ p, αui is the percentage of power allocated to

user ui, i.e., 0 < αui < 1 and
I∑
i=1

αui = 1, and xi is the

transmitted signal of user ui drawn from a capacity-achieving
codebook following a zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaus-
sian distribution3. Then, the received signal yi by user ui is
given by

yi = hi · x+ ni, (2)

where ni is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero-mean
and unit-variance, i.e., ni ∼ CN (0, 1). Henceforth, we denote
by si = |hi|2. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
users’ channels are ordered such that s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sI ,
which means that user ui has the ith weakest channel.

When the channel gains are not ordered, their probability
density function (PDF) and cumulative density function (CDF)
are respectively denoted by fS(si) and FS(si), ∀i ∈ I. Note
that the non-ordered channel gains are assumed to be statisti-
cally independent and identically distributed. However, when
the users’ channels are ordered such that s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sI ,
the PDF and CDF of the ordered sr,∀r ∈ I, are given as
follows, according to the order statistics theory [40]:

FS(r)(x) =

I∑
i=r

(
I

i

)[
FS(x)

]i[
1− FS(x)

]I−i
, (3)

and

fS(r)(x) =
I!

(r − 1)!(I − r)!

[
FS(x)

]r−1[
1−FS(x)

]I−r
fS(x),

(4)
where fS(r) and FS(r) are the PDF and CDF of the rth ordered
statistic sr respectively.

In order to retrieve its own signal, each user will carry out
SIC. The SIC is performed by first decoding the signal of the
user with the worst channel condition u1 considering other
signals as noise, subtracting it from the superimposed signal
x and then decoding the next user’s signal. The SIC decoding
order of all users can be written as u1 → u2 → · · · → uI
which means that user ui can decode user uk’s packets when
k < i. Note that due to the ordered channels assumption,

2In Section V, numerical results will be shown for both PD-NOMA and
SCMA schemes.

3In SCMA, xi denotes the codeword of user ui.

user ui can always decode user uk’ signal when k < i4.
The decoding process continues successively until each user
decodes its own signal. Therefore, the maximum achievable
rate by user uk can be expressed as5 [41]:

Ruk = log

(
1 +

sk · αuk · p
1 + sk ·

∑
k<i≤I

αui · p

)
. (5)

B. HARQ

The instantaneous channel gains si is known at the re-
ceiver ui but not at the transmitter. Therefore, Rui cannot
be determined at the transmitter prior to the transmission. As
a result, the transmitter cannot adapt the transmission rates
according to the instantaneous channel conditions. When the
transmission rate is greater than the maximum achievable rate
in (5), an outage occurs, meaning that the information is lost.
In order to decrease the outage probability, the transmitter
implements HARQ protocol to enable the receiver to request
a retransmission when a decoding error occurs, via a feedback
channel6. The transmitter can send the same information
in all HARQ transmissions (repetition HARQ) or different
information belonging to the same packet (incremental redun-
dancy HARQ). In this work, we focus only on incremental-
redundancy HARQ.

In the conventional single-packet HARQ protocol, the trans-
mitter sends only one packet for each user. For example, the
transmitter encodes the packet Pui for user ui into a mother
codeword using an encoder of rate Rui [nats/channel use].
In incremental redundancy HARQ, the mother codeword is
divided into M blocks or sub-codewords7. The transmitter
starts the HARQ process by sending the first block. If the
receiver decodes correctly its own packet, it sends a positive
acknowledgment (ACK) message to the transmitter so the
latter moves to the transmission of the next packet. If the
receiver fails to decode, it sends a negative acknowledgment
(NACK) message to the transmitter. Upon receiving a NACK,
the transmitter sends the next sub-codeword or stops the
transmission of the current packet and moves to the next packet
if all the M blocks have been sent to the receiver. We denote
M the maximum number of HARQ transmissions or rounds.

In this work, we also consider blanking-based HARQ proto-
cols and we assume that a new HARQ transmission begins for
each user (a new packet is transmitted) if all users are ACK-
ed or if the maximum number of transmissions is reached.
Thus, if at least one user is NACK-ed and the number of
transmissions is less than M , nothing will be sent to the
remaining ACK-ed users. In the latter case, more power could

4When k < i, user ui can decode user uk’ signal if the condition
Ruk→ui ≥ Ruk holds, where Ruk→ui is user ui’s data rate to decode

user uk’s message, i.e., Ruk→ui = log

(
1 + si·αuk ·p

1+si·
∑

k<i′≤I
α
u
i′ ·p

)
. Due

to the assumption sk ≤ si, this condition always holds.
5Unless otherwise stated, perfect SIC is assumed, which means that the

decoded signal can be perfectly removed without any residual interference.
6We assume that feedback channels are error-free.
7Throughout this paper, all HARQ rounds are assumed to have the same

length, i.e., occupy the same number of channel uses.
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be allocated to NACK-ed users. As a result, all users will have
the same transmission number at any time slot.

To reduce the delay and increase the throughput in HARQ
protocols, multi-packet HARQ protocols have been well-
investigated in previous works. Multi-packet HARQ protocol
is a non-orthogonal HARQ protocol where the transmitter
can send more than one packet to each user in the same
transmission round. The packets of each user can be multi-
plexed using a NOMA technique or by time sharing or can
be encoded jointly [30], [31]. If the user decodes correctly
all its intended packets, it returns an ACK. Otherwise, it
returns a NACK with an index pointing to the last successfully
packet decoded. In this work, power-domain NOMA is used
for both user-multiplexing and packet-multiplexing per user.
However, in general, different multiplexing techniques can be
used to combine the packets of each user and the data of
different users. For example, one can use SCMA for user
multiplexing and PD-NOMA to combine the packets of each
user. Now, assume that the transmitter can simultaneously send
N i
p packets for the user ui, denoted by Pui1 , · · · , PuiNip . The

SIC decoding order of the packets for user ui is given by
Pui1 → Pui2 · · · → PuiNip

. Throughout this paper, Ruij denotes
the coding rate of packet Puij and αuij is the percentage of
power allocated to Puij at the first HARQ round, where we

have 0 < αuij < 1 and
I∑
i=1

Nip∑
j=1

αuij = 1.

C. Power allocation method

We assume that if the packet Puij is correctly decoded, its
allocated power in the next round will be zero. Note that the
average transmission power is equal to p in the first round.
The power fraction is assumed to be constant if the packet
is not yet successfully decoded, thus the “effective” average
transmission power at each round can vary depending on the
successfully decoded packets. Let pEm denotes the effective
average transmission power at round m, where m ≤ M
and the event E specifies the decoded and non-decoded
packets before the round m. For example, let us assume a
system where the transmitter communicates with one user
and simultaneously sends 3 packets, i.e., I = 1, N1

p = 3.
At m = 1, the allocated power percentages for packets
Pu1

1 , Pu1
2 , Pu1

3 are respectively αu1
1 , αu1

2 , αu1
3 . Suppose that

the user successfully decodes packet Pu1
1 at the first round

(m = 1). Hence, at m = 2, we have pE2 = p
α
u1
2 +α

u1
3

, where
E = {only Pu1

1 is decoded at m = 1}. This is due to the fact
that in the second round, there is no power allocated to Pu1

1

and the transmitter will send the packets Pu1
2 and Pu1

3 with
powers αu1

2 · pE2 and αu1
3 · pE2 , respectively.

In a nutshell, we aim to investigate the blanking-based
multi-packet incremental-redundancy HARQ protocols for
NOMA systems. An illustration of our system model is given
in Fig. 18.

8If the transmitter sends multiple packets simultaneously to at least one
user, we consider this case as a multi-packet HARQ scheme.

u6

u5

u4

u3

u2

u1

u1

NACK
ACK

NACK
ACK

NACK
ACK

Round m = 1 m = 2

Figure 1. Multi-packet HARQ for a downlink NOMA network with six users.
In the first HARQ round, the transmitter sends two packets for user 1 and
one packet for the remaining users. All packets are transmitted in the same
channel block. In the second HARQ round, the transmitter sends nothing to
the “ACK-ed” users who have successfully decoded their own packets.

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITIES, SUCCESS PROBABILITIES
AND THROUGHPUT

In this section, we aim to calculate the throughput for the
proposed multi-packet HARQ-based NOMA system. Block-
fading9 channel model is assumed where the channel fading
coefficient for each user remains constant within one HARQ
round but vary independently from one round to another.
This indicates that the same channel is experienced by all
the signals belonging to the same round (which is equivalent
to the same channel block). As a result, there is no channel
diversity within the same block. The instantaneous channel
state information is unknown to the transmitter, but their
statistics are known. Let si = [si1, s

i
2, · · · , siM ] denotes the

channel gain vector for user ui, where sim refers to the
channel gain at round m. We assume that si1, s

i
2, · · · , siM are

independent and identically distributed.
We start this section by defining and deriving the general

expressions of the “outage” and “success” probabilities. Then,
as a function of these probabilities, the general expression
of the throughput is given and the weighted-sum-throughput
optimization problem is formulated.

A. Outage probability: definition and calculation

Definition 1 (Outage probability): The outage probability,
denoted by Po(uk, s

k, Puij ,m), is the probability of not cor-
rectly decoding the packet Puij by user uk at the end of the
mth transmission, where 1 ≤ m ≤M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N j

p .
We aim to calculate the outage probability

Po(uk, s
k, Puij ,m), for any user i, k, any packet j, at

any HARQ round m, where i, k ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ N i
p and

1 ≤ m ≤M . To proceed, let us define

P
u−i
j =

{
Puij−1 if j > 1,

P
ui−1

Ni−1
p

otherwise.

and

m− =

{
m− 1 if m > 1,
∅ otherwise.

Here, Pu
−
i

j denotes the packet preceding the Puij in the SIC
order and m− is the HARQ round preceding the round m.
Moreover, let Θi

j(m) denote the event “the decoding of Puij

9The block-fading channel model is widely adopted in the performance
studies of HARQ protocols.
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failed at round m−1 but is decoded successfully at round m”
and Θ̄i

j(m) denote the event “Puij is in outage at round m”.
Recall that due to SIC decoding, the user uk can decode

the packets of all the users having worse channel conditions
than uk. The SIC decoding order for user uk is Pu1

1 → · · · →
Pu1

N1
p
→ · · · → P

uk−1

1 → · · · → P
uk−1

Nk−1
p
→ Puk1 → · · · → Puk

Nkp
which means that user uk can decode user ui’s packets when
i < k. We assume that if a packet is not successfully decoded
by user uk, then all the succeeding packets in the SIC decoding
order are also lost. For example, an extreme case is that if the
packet Pu1

1 is not successfully decoded by user uk, then all
the packets are declared as lost. Hence, based on the property
of SIC and Definition 1, we can write the outage probability
as follows:

Po(uk, s
k, Puij ,m) =

Pr

{
Puij is in outage at m,

Pu1
1 · · ·P

u−i
j are decoded successfully before or at m

∣∣∣∣sk}
+ Po(uk, s

k, P
u−i
j ,m), (6)

where the first term is equal to the probability that Puij is in
outage at round m while the packets preceding Puij in the SIC

decoding order, i.e., Pu1
1 · · ·P

u−i
j are successfully decoded.

The second term Po(uk, s
k, P

u−i
j ,m) is the probability that

P
u−i
j is in outage at round m (if Pu

−
i

j is not decoded suc-

cessfully then Puij cannot be decoded). Po(uk, sk, P
u−i
j ,m) is

calculated recursively using (6).
The first term in the summation in (6) can be expressed as

Pr

{
Puij is in outage at m,

Pu1
1 · · ·P

u−i
j are decoded successfully before or at m

∣∣∣∣sk} =

m∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

Pr

{
Θ̄i
j(m),Θ1

1(m1),Θ1
2(m2), · · · ,

Θi−

j (mT )

∣∣∣∣sk}, (7)

where T is the number of packets preceding the packet Puij

in the SIC order. It can be expressed as T =
i−1∑
i′=1

N i′

p + j− 1.

Note that Θi−

j (mT ) corresponds to the event “the decoding of

P
u−i
j failed at round mT − 1 but is decoded successfully at

round mT ”. In (7), the round number m1, in which the first
packet Pu1

1 is decoded correctly, takes value between 1 and
m2 because Pu1

1 should be decoded before the second packet
Pu1

2 . Similarly, the round number m2, in which the second
packet Pu1

2 is decoded correctly, takes value between 1 and
m3 because Pu1

2 should be decoded before the third packet.
Let Puqm̄pm̄ denote the first packet that is not decoded success-

fully at round m̄ and belongs to the set {Pu1
1 , Pu1

2 , · · · , Pu
−
i

j }.
Clearly, this packet is the pm̄-th packet belonging to user uqm̄
where qm̄ ≤ i. The packet Puqm̄pm̄ can be determined from the

round numbers m1, · · · ,mT . Hence, the probability in (7) can
be further expanded as

Po m1→T (uk, s
k, Puij ,m) =

Pr

{
E , Θ̄i

j(m),Θ1
1(m1),Θ1

2(m2), · · ·Θi−

j (mT )

∣∣∣∣sk}

= Pr

{ m−⋂
m̄=1

{ m̄∑
r=1

C(skr , p
E
r , qm̄, pm̄) < MR

uqm̄
pm̄

}
,

m∑
r=1

C(skr , p
E
r , i, j) < MRuij ,

m1∑
r1=1

C(skr1 , p
E
r1 , 1, 1) ≥MRu1

1 ,

m2∑
r2=1

C(skr2 , p
E
r2 , 1, 2) ≥MRu1

2 ,

...}
, (8)

where
j⋂
i=1

Ei denotes the joint event (E1, E2, · · · , Ej) and

C(s, p, i, j) ,

log

[
1 +

s · p · αuij
1 + s · p ·

[ ∑
j<j′≤Nip

αuij′ +
∑
i′>i

∑
1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′

]].
(9)

Note that (8) holds due to the well known fact that the
decoding failure results from packet outage when its rate
is greater than its channel capacity. The first event in (8)
comes from the fact that if a packet is in outage at a certain
round, then all the succeeding packets in the same round are
considered to be in outage as well. The extension to SCMA
with SIC is performed by replacing the function C(s, p, i, j)
in (9) with [39]:

C(s, p, i, j) ,

log

[
1 +

s · p ·
∑

r∈ζ(i)
αuijr

1 + s · p ·
∑

r∈ζ(i)
·
[ ∑
j<j′≤Nip

αuij′r +
∑
i′>i
i′∈Ω(r)

∑
1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′r

]],
(10)

where ζ(i) is the set of SCMA resources used by user ui
and Ω(r) is the set of users using resource r. We assume
equal power allocation between resources for each user, i.e.,
αuijr = αuijr′ ,∀r, r′ ∈ ζ(i).
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B. Success probability: definition and calculation

Definition 2 (Success probability): The success probability,
denoted by q(uk, sk, Puij ,m), is the probability of successfully
decoding packet Puij by user uk on the mth transmission while
failing to decode it in all the previous transmissions.

According to this definition, the success probability can be
expressed as

q(uk, s
k, Puij ,m) = Pr

{
Puij is decoded successfully at m,

Pu1
1 · · ·P

u−i
j−1 are decoded successfully before or at m

∣∣∣∣sk}
=

m∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

Pr

{
Θi
j(m),Θ1

1(m1),Θ1
2(m2), · · · ,

Θi−

j (mT )

∣∣∣∣sk}. (11)

Equation (11) means that Puij can be successfully decoded
at round m if all packets preceding Puij in the SIC decoding

order, i.e., Pu1
1 · · ·P

u−i
j−1 are successfully decoded at round m

or before.
Recall that P

uqm̄
pm̄ the first packet that is not decoded

successfully at round m̄ but belonging this time to the set
{Pu1

1 , Pu1
2 , · · · , Puij }, i.e., the set of packets including and

preceding Puij in the SIC order. Clearly, this packet is the
pm̄th packet belonging to user uqm̄ where qm̄ ∈ I and qm̄ ≤ i.
The term inside the summations in (11) can be calculated as
follows.

qm1→T (uk, s
k, Puij ,m)

= Pr

{
E , Θi

j(m),Θ1
1(m1),Θ1

2(m2), · · ·Θi−

j (mT )

∣∣∣∣sk}
(12)

= Pr

{ m−⋂
m̄=1

{ m̄∑
r=1

C(skr , p
E
r , qm̄, pm̄) < MR

uqm̄
pm̄

}
,

m∑
r=1

C(skr , p
E
r , i, j) ≥MRuij ,

m1∑
r1=1

C(skr1 , p
E
r1 , 1, 1) ≥MRu1

1 ,

m2∑
r2=1

C(skr2 , p
E
r2 , 1, 2) ≥MRu1

2 ,

...}
. (13)

C. Throughput

The (average) throughput is an important criterion to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed HARQ-enabled NOMA
systems. Based on the reward-renewal theorem [42], the
throughput is defined as the ratio of the number of information
bits received reliably by the destination to the expected number
of channel uses required by the HARQ protocol to deliver the

packet in up to M transmission attempts. According to [42],
the throughput for each user is given by

η(ui, s
i) =

E
[
R(ui, s

i)

]
E
[
D
] , ∀i ∈ I, (14)

where E
[
R(ui, s

i)
]

and E
[
D
]

are respectively the average
reward and the expected inter-renewal delay for user ui.

The user ui receives a reward Rij = Ruij if the decoding
for the packet Puij is successful. Otherwise, Rij = 0. Using
the definition of the outage probability, the average reward is
equal to:

E
[
R(ui, s

i)

]
=

Nip∑
j=1

E
[
Rij
]

=

Nip∑
j=1

M ·Ruij
(

1− Po(ui, si, Puij ,M)

)
.

(15)

Then, the average inter-renewal delay is the average number
of HARQ rounds:

E
[
D
]

=

max
i∈I

( M∑
m=1

m · q(ui, si, PuiNip ,m) +M · Po(ui, si, PuiNip ,M)

)
.

(16)

The maximization in the average delay expression (16) is due
to the assumption that a new HARQ transmission begins when
all users have successfully decoded their packets (blanking-
based HARQ).

We aim to maximize the weighted sum throughput of all
users by optimizing the power allocation (αuij ) and the rates
(Ruij ) for all packets. The optimization problem is given by

max
α,R

I∑
i=1

θi · η(ui, s
i),

s.t. Ruij > 0, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ {1, · · · , N i
p},

0 < αuij < 1, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ {1, · · · , N i
p},

I∑
i=1

Nip∑
j=1

αuij = 1, (17)

where α and R respectively denote the power percentage
vector and the rate vector for all packets. Furthermore, θi is
a weight parameter satisfying the constraints: 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1 and
I∑
i=1

θi = 1. Problem (17) should be solved for every tuple

(θ1, θ2, · · · , θI) in order to obtain the maximum achievable
throughput region by all users.

Note that the optimization problem in (17) is non-convex,
which is challenging to solve. It is not straightforward to
approximate it by a convex problem because the expression
of the objective function is very complicated. Moreover, using
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exhaustive search method to obtain the optimal solution is
time-consuming, especially when the number of optimization
variables increases. Some gradient-based (GB) optimization
methods can be applied, but the solutions depend on the
initialization vector [α(0),R(0)]. To overcome this problem,
we use a GB optimization algorithm with several initialization
vectors to get multiple solutions for problem (17). Then, we
choose the solution that gives the maximum value of the
weighted sum throughput. Note that for non-convex optimiza-
tion problems, some local search optimization methods can be
used as well, for e.g., hill-climbing, simulated annealing, tabu-
search, etc [43]. However, all these methods cannot guarantee
the convergence to the global optimum.

It is clear that in order to calculate the throughput, we need
to evaluate the probabilities in (8) and (13). Unfortunately, they
cannot be expressed in closed-form and can only be evaluated
by Monte-Carlo simulations. However, in the following, we
will show that when M = 2, the probabilities can be expressed
in single integral forms. Note that a small value of M
simplifies the theoretical analysis, which is well adopted in the
literature, e.g., see [44] and [45], and the study can provide
some guidance for more complicated cases. Moreover, the
choice of selecting a small number of HARQ rounds, i.e.,
M = 2, is suitable for the emerging low-latency application
scenarios.

D. Performance limits

In our model, the channel is assumed to be block-wise
memoryless thus the block-wise feedback of HARQ does not
change the capacity of the channel. For a memoryless channel,
the rate of any capacity-achieving coding scheme is limited by
the ergodic capacity. Thus, according to [46], [47], [48], the
achievable throughput region when M →∞ is upper bounded
by the ergodic capacity region, consisting of the convex hull
of the set of all users’ capacities {C1, C2, · · · , CI} such that
[13]

Ci =

∫ ∞
0

fS(i)·log

(
1+

si · αui · p
1 + si ·

∑
k>i

αuk · p

)
·ds, ∀i ∈ I,

(18)

where 0 ≤ αui ≤ 1 and
I∑
i=1

αui = 1. By varying all the αui

between 0 and 1, the ergodic capacity region can be obtained.

IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive single-integral forms for the
outage and success probabilities when the maximum number
of transmissions is limited to two (M = 2). The accuracy
of the resulting expressions will be validated by Monte-Carlo
simulations in Section V. To ease tracking, we first derive the
single-integral forms of the outage and success probabilities
in the first and second transmissions separately. Then, we
generalize the expressions of these probabilities when M > 2.

A. First round: m = 1

According to (11) and (13), the success probability
q(uk, s, P

ui
j ,m = 1) at the first round can be written as:

q(uk, s
k, Puij ,m = 1) = Pr

{ ⋂
(v,c)

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}}
,

(19)
for all (v, c) ∈ Pij , {1 ≤ v < i, 1 ≤ c ≤ Nv

p }
⋃
{v = i, c ≤

j}, where S1

⋃
S2 denotes the union set of S1 and S2.

After simple manipulations for (19), we obtain

q(uk, s
k, Puij ,m = 1) = Pr

{
sk1 ≥ sth

}
= 1− FS(k)(sth),

(20)

where FS(k) is the CDF of the ordered variables skm,

sth = max
(v,c)∈Pij

s0(v, c), (21)

and s0(v, c) =

eMRuvc − 1

p
[
αuvc − (

∑
c+1≤j′≤Nvp

αuvj′ +
∑

i′>v,1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′ ) · (eMRuvc − 1)

] .
(22)

The result in (20) is valid only if the denominator in (22) is
positive ∀(v, c) ∈ Pij . Otherwise, there exists at least one event
in (20) which could not be satisfied, i.e., at least one packet is
in outage, thus the probability q(uk, sk, Puij ,m = 1) is equal
to zero.

From (6), (7) and (8), the outage probability
Po(uk, s

k, Puij ,m = 1) can be written as

po(uk, s
k, Puij ,m = 1) =

Pr

{
C(sk1 , p, i, j) < MRuij ,

⋂
(v,c)

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}}

=

[
FS(k)(s0(i, j))− FS(k)(ŝth)

]+

, (23)

for all (v, c) ∈ Pi−j = {1 ≤ v < i, 1 ≤ c ≤ Np}
⋃
{v = i, c <

j}, where [·]+ = max{0, ·} and

ŝth = max
(v,c)∈Pi−j

s0(v, c). (24)

Again, the result in (23) holds only if the denominator in
(22) is positive, ∀(v, c) ∈ Pi−j . If the denominator in (22) is
non-positive for some (v, c) ∈ Pi−j , then the outage probability
Po(uk, s

k, Puij ,m = 1) is equal to zero. Otherwise, if the
denominator in (22) is non-positive for (v, c) = (i, j), then
the expression of the outage probability in (23) becomes
po(uk, s

k, Puij ,m = 1) = 1− FS(k)(ŝth).

B. Second round: m = 2

Let P̄1 denote the set of packets for which decoding failed at
the first round by their intended users. The effective average
power in the second round is assumed to be p2, which can
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be calculated after knowing P̄1, according to Section II. Let
α(Puij ) := αuij . We have

p2 =
p∑

P∈P̄1

α(P )
. (25)

In what follows, `i denotes the index of the last packet
decoded successfully by user ui, where `i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N i

p}.
For example, if user u3 decodes successfully its second packet
Pu3

2 but fails to decode Pu3
3 , then we have `3 = 2. If `i = 0, it

means that user ui has failed to decode all its intended packets.
We call `i the “decoder state”. According to this definition,
the effective average power p2 can be also written as

p2 := p2(`1, · · · , `I) =
p

I∑
i=1

Nip∑
j=`i+1

αuij

. (26)

The denominator in (26) is strictly positive since a second
transmission happens only if at least one user fails to decode
one of its intended packets.

The probabilities of all possible decoder states at the be-
ginning of the second round can be calculated for each user,
using the outage and success probabilities calculated in the first
round. Then, after obtaining the probabilities of all decoder
states, they will be used to calculate the outage and success
probabilities in the second round. They can be firstly expressed
as follows:

Pr(`i = 0) = Pr(decoding of Pui1 is failed at m = 1)

= po(ui, s
i, Pui1 ,m = 1), (27)

Pr(`i =n) = Pr(decoding of Puin+1 is failed at m = 1,

Puin is decoded successfully at m = 1)

= po(ui, s
i, Puin+1,m = 1)− po(ui, si, Puin ,m = 1),

for 0 < n < N i
p, (28)

Pr(`i = N i
p) = Pr(Pui1 , · · · , PuiNip decoded successfully at

m = 1)

= q(ui, s
i, PuiNip

,m = 1). (29)

Before proceeding to the derivation of the general formulas
for the outage and success probabilities in the second round,
we show the steps needed to calculate the outage probability
of the first packet intended for the first user, i.e. Pu1

1 , for the
sake of clarity. According to (6), (7) and (8), the probability
that user uk fails to decode Pu1

1 can be expressed as

po(uk, s
k, Pu1

1 ,m = 2) =∑
(`1,··· ,`I)∈Lk(P

u1
1 )

Pr
(
decoding of Pu1

1 is failed at

m = 2
∣∣`1, · · · , `I ; sk) · Pr

(
`1, · · · , `I

∣∣Lk(Pu1
1 )
)
. (30)

We have explicitly shown in (30) the dependence of the
outage probability on all user’ decoder states, because each
I-tuple (`1, · · · , `I) may result in different values of the ef-
fective average power p2 according to (26). Thus, by knowing
(`1, · · · , `I), we can calculate p2 from (26). This also applies

to the success probability formulas. Note that Lk(Pu1
1 ) denotes

the set of admissible states since not all states can be allowed.
For example, if k = 1, Pu1

1 is in outage at m = 2 at user u1

means also that the user u1 has failed to decode all its packets
at m = 1. Consequently, `1 = 0. Since Pu1

1 is not intended
for user ui where i > 1, we do not know the exact decoder
state `i. Hence, we conclude that L1(Pu1

1 ) = {`1 = 0 and
`i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N i

p} for i > 1}. Let’s take another example
when k = 2. Pu1

1 in outage at m = 2 for user u2 also
means that both u1 and u2 have failed to decode all their
packets at m = 1. This is due to the assumption that u1 has
worse channel conditions than u2. Moreover, due to SIC, u2

cannot proceed to decode its own packets if the packets of
user u1 are not successfully decoded. Consequently, we have
L2(Pu1

1 ) = {`1 = 0, `2 = 0 and `i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N i
p} for

i > 2}. Then, the probabilities Pr
(
`1, · · · , `I

∣∣Lk(Pu1
1 )
)

in
(30) can be easily calculated given Lk(Pu1

1 ) using (27), (28)
and (29).

After this illustrative example, we proceed to the derivation
of the general formulas of the success and outage probabilities.
Let Pi denote the set of packets that should be decoded by user
ui (these packets are those intended for user ui and also could
be intended for users with worse channel conditions than ui).
Define Pi1 = Pi

⋂
P1 and P̄i1 = Pi \Pi1. In order to calculate

the success probability, we need to first calculate the proba-
bility in (13) for a specific tuple (`1, · · · , `I) given the sets
Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT ) for each k, i ∈ I and j ∈ {1, · · · , N i

p}.
We observe that the admissible sets of decoder states depend
on the round number at which the packets Pu1

1 , · · · , Pu
−
i

j are
decoded by user uk.

Pr

{
Θi
j(m),Θ1

1(m1),Θ1
2(m2), · · ·

∣∣∣∣`1, · · · , `I ; sk} (31)

= Pr

{
C(sk1 , p, q1, p1) < MR

uq1
p1 ,

⋂
(v,c):Puvc ∈P̄k1

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) + C(sk2 , p2, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}
,

⋂
(v,c):Puvc ∈Pk1

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}
,

}
, (32)

for all (v, c) ∈ {1 ≤ v < i, 1 ≤ c ≤ Nv
p }
⋃
{v = i, c ≤ j},

where
(`1, · · · , `I) ∈ Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT )

and Puq1p1 is the first packet whose decoding failed at the first

transmission by user uk among the packets {Pu1
1 , · · · , Pu

−
i

j }.
The sets Pk1 and P̄k1 can be determined from the round
numbers m,m1, · · · ,mT . It can be easily shown that the
probability in (32) can be written as:

Pr

{
sk1 < sth1, s

k
1 ≥ sth2, s

k
1 ≥ sth3

}
, (33)

where:
sth1 = s0(q1, p1), (34)
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sth2 = max
(v,c):Puvc ∈P̄k1

ŝ0(v, c; k), (35)

sth3 = max
(v,c):Puvc ∈Pk1

s0(v, c), (36)

where ŝ0(v, c; k) =

γ(v, c; k)

p · αuvc − γ(v, c; k) · p ·
( ∑
c+1≤j′≤Nvp

αuvj′ +
∑

i′>v,1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′

) ,
(37)

and γ(v, c; k) =

eMRuvc

1 +
sk2p2α

uv
c

1+sk2p2

( ∑
c+1≤j′≤Nvp

αuv
j′ +

∑
i′>v,1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
u
i′
j′

) − 1. (38)

Notice that γ depends on the random variable sk2 . Finally, (33)
can be written in a single-integral form as follows:

Pr

{
sk1 < sth1, s

k
1 ≥ sth2, s

k
1 ≥ sth3

}
=

∫ ∞
0

dsk2 · fS(k)(s
k
2) ·

[
A−B

]+

, (39)

where

A = FS(k)(sth1),

B = FS(k)

(
max{sth2, sth3}

)
. (40)

From (40), one can note that B depends on sk2 via sth2.
Remark 1: The expressions of A and B in (40) are valid

only when the denominators of (37) and (22) are positive and
the value of γ(v, c; k) in (38) is also positive, ∀(v, c) ∈ P̄k1 .
In the following, we give the expressions of A and B if these
conditions are not satisfied. If the value γ(v, c; k) is negative
for a certain packet Puvc , then we set ŝ0(v, c; k) = 0. If
γ(v, c; k) > 0 but ŝ0(v, c; k) < 0 for a certain packet Puvc ,
then the event related to Puvc in (32) could not be satisfied;
thus the probability in (31) is null (A = B = 0). Moreover,
if sth1 < 0, then the condition sk1 < sth1 is always satisfied
(sth1 =∞).

In a nutshell, according to (11), (30) and (39), the success
probability in the second round is equal to

q(uk, s
k, Puij ,m = 2) =

2∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

∑
(`1,··· ,`I)∈

Lk(P
ui
j
,m1,··· ,mT )

Pr

(
`1, · · · ,

`I
∣∣Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT )

)
·
∫ ∞

0

dsk2 · fS(k)(s
k
2) ·

[
A−B

]+

,

(41)

where B depends on `1, · · · , `I via p2 in (38). Moreover, both
A and B depend on m1, · · · ,mT via the sets Pk1 and P̄k1 .

In order to calculate the outage probability, we need
first to calculate the probability in (8) for each tuple

(`1, · · · , `I) ∈ Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT ) and each k, i ∈ I and
j ∈ {1, · · · , N i

p}.

Pr

{
Θ̄i
j(m),Θ1

1(m1),Θ1
2(m2), · · ·

∣∣∣∣`1, · · · , `I ; sk} (42)

= Pr

{
C(sk1 , p, q1, p1) < MR

uq1
p1 ,

⋂
(v,c):Puvc ∈P̄k1

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) + C(sk2 , p2, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}
,

⋂
(v,c):Puvc ∈Pk1

{
C(sk1 , p, v, c) ≥MRuvc

}
,

C(sk1 , p, i, j) + C(sk2 , p2, i, j) < MRuij}
, (43)

for all (v, c) ∈ {1 ≤ v < i, 1 ≤ c ≤ Nv
p }
⋃
{v = i, c < j}.

Equation (43) can be reformulated as

Pr

{
sk1 < sth0, s

k
1 < sth1, s

k
1 ≥ sth2, s

k
1 ≥ sth3

}
=

∫ ∞
0

dsk2 · fS(k)(s
k
2) ·

[
A−B

]+

, (44)

where sth0 = ŝ0(i, j; k), sth1, sth2, sth3 are given in (34),
(35), (36) and A,B are given below.

A = FS(k)

(
min{sth0, sth1}

)
,

B = FS(k)

(
max{sth2, sth3}

)
. (45)

Remark 2: The expressions of A and B in (40) are valid
only when the denominators of (37) and (22) are positive and
the value of γ(v, c; k) in (38) is also positive, ∀(v, c) ∈ P̄k1 . If
these conditions are not satisfied, the same analysis given in
Remark 1 applies here. In addition, we have other conditions
on sth0 = ŝ0(i, j; k). If γ(i, j; k) < 0, then the probability
in (44) is null, because the last event in (43) could not be
satisfied. If γ(i, j; k) > 0 but sth0 < 0, we set sth0 = ∞
because the last event in (43) is always satisfied in this case.

Finally, according to (6), (7), (30) and (44), the outage
probability in the second round is equal to

Po(uk, s
k, Puij ,m = 2) = Po(uk, s

k, P
u−i
j ,m = 2)+

2∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

∑
(`1,··· ,`I)∈

Lk(P
ui
j
,m1,··· ,mT )

Pr

(
`1, · · · ,

`I
∣∣Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT )

)
·
∫ ∞

0

dsk2 · fS(k)(s
k
2) ·

[
A−B

]+

.

(46)

In order to calculate the outage and success proba-
bilities for the second round, we should find the set
Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT ) which consists of all the admissible
values of the tuple (`1, · · · , `I) for each k, i ∈ I, j ∈
{1, · · · , N i

p} and each value of the tuple (m1, · · · ,mT ), where
m1, · · · ,mT are the transmission rounds of the T packets
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preceding the packet Puij in the SIC order. After enumerating
all the admissible values (`1, · · · , `I) for each k, i ∈ I,
j ∈ {1, · · · , N i

p} and each tuple (m1, · · · ,mT ), we can
demonstrate that the tuples (`1, · · · , `I) belonging to the set
Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT ) satisfy the following

If v > k =⇒ `v ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nv
p },

If i+ 1 ≤ v ≤ k =⇒ `v = 0,

If v = i and k 6= i =⇒ `v ∈ {0, 1, · · · , `max
i },

If v = i and k = i =⇒ `v = `max
i ,

If v < i =⇒ `v ∈ {0, 1, · · · , `max
v }, (47)

for each v ∈ I. Here, `max
v is the number of packets belonging

to user uv that are decoded successfully by user uk in the first
round, and `max

i is the number of packets belonging to the set
{Pui1 , · · · , Pu

−
i

j } and that are decoded successfully by user uk
in the first round. Note that `max

v and `max
i can be deduced

from (m1, · · · ,mT ).

C. Generalization to M > 2

The final expressions of the outage and success probabilities
for M = 2, given in (46) and (41), can be respectively
reformulated in a general form as function of the decoder states
for m > 2. For the user ui, we define a vector of decoder states
`i = [`1i , `

2
i , · · · , `

M−1
i ], where `mi is the decoder state of user

ui at the end of the m-th round. The outage probability can
be written as

Po(uk, s
k, Puij ,m) = Po(uk, s

k, P
u−i
j ,m)+

m∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

∑
(`1,··· ,`I)∈

Lk(P
ui
j
,m1,··· ,mT )

Pr

(
`1, · · · ,

`I
∣∣Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT )

)
· Po m1→T (uk, s

k, Puij ,m).

(48)

The success probability can be written as

q(uk, s
k, Puij ,m) =

m∑
mT=1

· · ·
m3∑
m2=1

m2∑
m1=1

∑
(`1,··· ,`I)∈

Lk(P
ui
j
,m1,··· ,mT )

Pr

(
`1, · · · ,

`I
∣∣Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT )

)
· qm1→T (uk, s

k, Puij ,m).

(49)

Note that Lk(Puij ,m1, · · · ,mT ) is the set of all the admissible
values of the tuple of decoder state vectors (`1, · · · , `I) for
each k, i ∈ I, j ∈ {1, · · · , N i

p} and (m1, · · · ,mT ). The prob-
abilities Po m1→T (uk, s

k, Puij ,m) and qm1→T (uk, s
k, Puij ,m)

are given in (8) and (13) and can be evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations when m > 2.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Results with perfect SIC

In this section, we will present numerical results to confirm
the single-integral form derived for the outage and success
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Figure 2. The weighted sum throughput as a function of the sum rate of all
packets. N1

p = N2
p = 1, θ = 0.52 and M = 2.

probabilities for M = 2. Simulations are also provided to
evaluate the performance of multi-packet HARQ in NOMA
systems. Specifically, both PD-NOMA and SCMA will be
numerically studied in this section. We consider SNR values
≥ 20 dB, since using NOMA is more beneficial in this case
[13].

Fig. 2 shows the weighted sum throughput, i.e., θ · η1 +
(1 − θ) · η2, where ηi is the throughput of user ui and θ ∈
[0, 1], as a function of the sum rate of all packets, i.e., Rs =
Ru1

1 + Ru2
1 for a NOMA system with two users, i.e., I = 2,

using HARQ protocol. In order to obtain the optimal value
of the weighted sum throughput (y-axis) for each value of
Rs, we added the sum-rate constraint Rs = Ru1

1 + Ru2
1 to

the optimization problem given in (17). It is assumed that the
transmitter sends one packet to each user, i.e., N1

p = N2
p = 1.

The weight factor θ is equal to 0.52. The SNR in decibels (dB)
is defined as SNR = p. This figure shows the weighted sum
throughput for two SNR values, 20 dB (practical SNR regime)
and 50 dB (high SNR regime), calculated in two ways, i.e.,
by using Monte Carlo simulations and the proposed single-
integral form (named “analytical” in the legend) in Section IV.
We can observe that the accuracy of the single-integral forms
is confirmed. Note that this figure is plotted with optimized
power allocation and packet rates. The non-smoothness of the
curves is due to the non-convexity nature of the optimization
problem in (17).

Figs. 3 and 4 show the weighted sum throughput (WST) as
a function of the sum rate of all packets for SNR values equal
to 50 dB and 20 dB respectively. The NOMA system under
study consists of two users using an HARQ protocol with
N1
p = N2

p = 1. Two values of M are considered (M = 2
and M = 3). Clearly, the maximum weighted sum throughput
value increases when M becomes larger. However, we observe
that when the sum rate is larger than a certain value, the
weighted sum throughput becomes constant. This is because
when the sum-rate increases, the optimal power allocation is
given as αu1

1 = 1 and αu2
1 = 0 and the optimal rate allocation

is given as Ru1
1 = r and Ru2

1 = Rs − r, where Rs is the sum
rate and r is the optimal rate value of user u1’s packet. When
Rs increases, the value of r converges to a constant value, but
Ru2

1 increases. Since the throughout of user u2 is zero, due to
the power allocation αu2

1 = 0, the weighted sum throughput
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remains constant as Rs increases.
Then, we consider a downlink system of six users, i.e.,

I = 6, where any two users are paired together to form a
NOMA pair. Conventional OMA is applied for inter-NOMA-
pairs’ multiple access. Assume that all users are paired as
follows: (u1, u5), (u2, u4) and (u3, u6). In the following, let
ri, where i ∈ {1, 2}, denote the i-th user in each NOMA pair.
For example, in the first NOMA pair, we have r1 = u1 and
r2 = u5. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the maximum achievable
throughput regions (η1 versus η2, where ηi is the throughput
of user ri, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}) with SNR = 50 dB and M = 2
for the three NOMA pairs, respectively. In each figure, both
single-packet HARQ region (N1

p = N2
p = 1) and multi-packet

HARQ regions are given. For the multi-packet HARQ, we
consider three cases: 1) N1

p = 2, N2
p = 1, 2) N1

p = 1, N2
p = 2

and 3) N1
p = 1, N2

p = 3. Moreover, the ergodic capacity
region (upper bound) is also shown, as well as the throughput
regions of single-packet HARQ (Np = 1) and multi-packet
HARQ (Np = 2), for the OMA scheme where r1 and r2

are orthogonal multiplexed using time sharing (lower bound).
The gain of multi-packet HARQ with respect to single packet

HARQ for single-user systems (equivalently, OMA systems)
has been proved in [28]. The question that remains unanswered
is whether the multi-packet HARQ is still more advantageous
in NOMA systems. Figures 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate that multi-
packet HARQ allows to enlarge the achievable throughput
regions. For example, consider the pair (u2, u4) and a target
throughput for user u4 equal to 8 nats/channel use. By using
multi-packet HARQ protocol with N1

p = 1, N2
p = 3 instead

of single-packet HARQ, the gap to the ergodic capacity is
reduced by 14.6%. However, the gain is not the same in all
the achievable throughput regions. We observe that in some
parts of the achievable region (especially the high-interference
region) the gain is less. Since multi-packet HARQ introduces
additional complexity due to the SIC decoder, in practice it
is important to choose the best strategy which considers the
tradeoff between performance and complexity depending on
the SNR value and the target user’s throughput. For example,
in Figure 5, when η1 = 5 Nats/channel use, the gain is
small. In this case, using multi-packet HARQ will introduce
additional complexity to the system (additional layers to be
decoded) without significant gain in throughput. Thus, in this
case, using single packet HARQ provides a good tradeoff
between performance and complexity because it has lower
complexity than multi-packet HARQ without scarifying users’
throughput. The method used to calculate the SNR gain is
given in [49], [50]. Note that multi-packet HARQ do not
only increase the throughput, but also decrease the latency as
well. Figures 5, 6 and 7 also show that noticeable throughput
gains can be achieved using multi-packet HARQ-NOMA
scheme instead of the conventional single-packet HARQ-OMA
scheme. NOMA systems suffer from interference between
users which reduces the gain obtained by using multi-packet
HARQ compared with OMA systems, for the same SNR value.
In our future work, we shall study if cross-packet HARQ can
outperform PD-NOMA-based multi-packet HARQ for NOMA
systems, especially in the high-interference region.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the maximum achievable through-
put regions with SNR = 20 dB and M = 2 for the three
NOMA pairs. The gain of multi-packet HARQ over single-
packet HARQ is very small in this case, thus using single-
packet HARQ is preferred. We can observe also that HARQ-
NOMA schemes achieve significant gains over HARQ-OMA
schemes.

Since SNR gains are usually more noticeable than through-
put gains [49], Table II provides the maximum achievable SNR
gain in dB, using multi-packet HARQ with respect to single-
packet HARQ for different NOMA systems and SNR values.
We can observe that the SNR gain increases with the SNR
value.

To provide a comprehensive study, we also investigate the
performance of multi-packet HARQ in SCMA systems. We
consider an SCMA system of six users sharing 4 resources, see
[5, Fig.2]. In order to focus on the performance of multi-packet
HARQ and to facilitate the optimization of the weighted-
sum throughput, we fix the rates and the powers of the
packets allocated to users u1, u2, u3, u4. Then, we determine
the achievable throughput regions of users u5 and u6 using
single-packet HARQ and multi-packet HARQ. Fig. 11 shows
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Table II
MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE SNR GAIN FOR MULTI-PACKET HARQ (N1

p = N2
p = 2) VERSUS SINGLE-PACKET HARQ (N1

p = N2
p = 1).

SNR [dB] 20 30 40 50 50 50 50

(r1, r2, I) (1, 2, 2) (1, 2, 2) (1, 2, 2) (1, 2, 2) (3, 6, 6) (2, 4, 6) (1, 5, 6)

Max gain [dB] 0.30 0.65 0.92 1.18 1 1.05 1.05

that multi-packet HARQ outperforms single-packet HARQ
and it can clearly enlarge the achievable throughput region
when SNR = 50 dB. On the other hand, it is observed in Fig.
12 that this gain is smaller when SNR = 20 dB.

B. Effect of imperfect SIC

SIC receivers are imperfect in practice and the performance
can be affected by error propagation. In order to study the
impact of imperfect SIC on the performance of NOMA-
HARQ systems, we introduce the error propagation factor
denoted by Q, where 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1 [19]. Then, the performance
analysis in the previous sections is extended to the case
of imperfect SIC by replacing the function C(s, p, i, j)

in (9) with (50). Specifically, Q = 0 represents perfect
SIC and Q = 1 corresponds to the worst case that SIC
is totally unsuccessful. Figure 13 shows the effect of
imperfect SIC on the achievable throughput regions of the
NOMA pair (u1, u5) for Q ∈ {0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001}.
It can be observed that the achievable throughput of
NOMA-HARQ systems decreases with Q. When Q ≥ 0.05,
NOMA-HARQ cannot achieve any gain with respect to
OMA-HARQ. In this case, imperfect SIC is therefore a major
limiting factor for NOMA systems to outperform OMA.
Consequently, it is crucial to use HARQ with powerful
error-correcting codes having high error detection capability
in NOMA systems to cope with the issue of imperfect SIC.

C(s, p, i, j) , log

[
1 +

s · p · αuij
1 + s · p ·

[ ∑
j<j′≤Nip

αuij′ +
∑
i′>i

∑
1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′

]
+Q · s · p ·

[ ∑
j′<j

αuij′ +
∑
i′<i

∑
1≤j′≤Ni′p

α
ui′
j′

]]. (50)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the throughput performance of
single-packet and multi-packet HARQ in downlink NOMA
systems. We assumed that the multiple packets of each user
are multiplexed on the same channel block using PD-NOMA
scheme. We theoretically analyzed the throughput of blanking-
based HARQ in downlink NOMA systems and provided an
analytical expression of the throughput which depends on
single-integral forms when the maximum number of transmis-
sions is limited to two. The rate and power allocation were
optimized for all packets in order to maximize the weighted-
sum throughput. Simulation results, for both PD-NOMA and
SCMA systems, have shown that the gain of multi-packet
HARQ over the single-packet HARQ depends on the SNR
as well as the target throughput of users. Furthermore, the
SNR gain of multi-packet HARQ over single-packet HARQ
increases with the SNR, and it can reach up to 1 dB in the high
SNR regime (for SNR values up to 40−50 dB). For practical
SNR values, e.g. 20 dB, single-packet HARQ achieves almost
similar performance to multi-packet HARQ. Simulation results
confirmed also that HARQ-NOMA schemes achieve better
throughput than HARQ-OMA schemes only when the error
propagation rate of the SIC detector is lower than a certain
threshold.

This work opens the door to many future directions. Specif-
ically, the performance of cross-packet HARQ [31], layered-
HARQ [32], and time-sharing HARQ [30] could be studied in
NOMA systems. Moreover, future works could investigate the
effect of delayed-feedback on the performance of multi-packet
HARQ in NOMA systems as well as the extension to NOMA

systems with multiple antennas [16].
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